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Notes:

 

 

 

Boundaries in Life, Money,
Relationships & Business

Each energy body is another layer forming a

“boundary”, hurdle, filter, rite of passage,

doorway, portal, sieve etc

 

Different energy bodies hold different

boundary frequencies that we can leverage /

power up, or over-exert, or power-down / use

to our detriment 

 

Balance is key - balance the energy, balance

the body, balance the appropriate boundary

 

Other people’s truth / opinions / projections /

judgements

 

How they filter through (the science)

 

Why they filter through (the spiritual, i.e. the

lesson)

 

What to do when they filter through (the Self

/ personal)
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Layers in the filter:

 

10 - through your radiance - too muchness /

not enoughness / all or nothing

 

IMPACT: reduces your Light / radiance / radius /

impact / feeling of completeness, wholeness,

more than enoughness

 

 

 

 

9 - through your subtlety - manipulation /

deception of your softer feminine (nurturing)

aspects

 

IMPACT: blurring of conventional boundaries

we’re typically more aware of… over

delivering, over compensating, over working,

stretching yourself too thin, end up

accomplishing very little whilst feeling

exhausted for working so much
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8 - through one of your power sources, your

capacity to retain your own power - when

someone takes your power from you, or you

merge your power with another, not fully

understanding what you’re doing (your 8 fuels

everything that exists beneath you so this is

one way to really rattle you, to take your

breath away)

 

IMPACT: anxiety, fear, obsession with

purification, abusing your own power, needing

to have your power witnessed and

acknowledged, mind constantly moving

between past & future events, reviewing,

analysing, panicking, assessing every possible

scenario
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7 - typically the main point of entry for

boundaries to be violated, the 7 is both a field

and a shield. Violated through the projection

of your self image which is denied, invalidated,

rejected, disproved - this is where we receive

someone else’s TRUTH as a greater truth than

our own. The comparisonitis trap!

 

IMPACT: Insecurity, blame / shame, cynicism,

intolerance of others, not wanting to show

up, hyper sensitivity OR zero sensitivity, easily

influenced / manipulated by others (wouldn’t

ever admit it, therefore overly defensive),

unable to build & create, CAN have adverse

effect of falsely inflating self projection 
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6 - through your faith - can be unbalanced by

you, or someone else - seeing something you

don’t understand, having your vision

questioned, seeing evidence which challenges

your faith

 

IMPACT: confusion, loss of faith, inability to

communicate yourself, worry, anxiety, fearful

of making decisions, ignoring things instead of

SEEing them, inability to find resolution in

anything, fearful of conflict / confrontation

/ SEEing

 

 

 

5 - through your physical body (can be

violations of other boundaries manifesting in

physical form), can be self inflicted through

over exertion as a form of sabotage, or self

inflicted in the absence of self care

 

IMPACT: unable to surrender, all or nothing

mode, boom or bust, uncentered, overwhelmed,

poor communication, not knowing what feels

good in the body anymore etc
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4 - through your heart, betrayal, fierce

judgement / opposition / conflict, emotional

entry

 

IMPACT: doubt, confusion, hurt, imbalanced,

overly attached to the event, suppressing

emotions for self-protection, unable to see

the lesson, emotional pendulum, avoidance,

feeling unsafe & unstable

 

 

 

 

3 - through your other power centre,

typically self-inflicted, i.e. burnout

 

IMPACT: burnout, loss of motivation /

creativity etc etc

 

2 & 1 - As discussed on the call… 

not a great deal to look at beyond the 3 & 4!

 



 


